
 

 

 

Warsaw, 2 July 2020  

STS introduced Pay Pal as a new payment method 
STS is the only bookmaker in Poland cooperating with PayPal 

STS – the largest bookmaker in Poland which also operates on several European markets – has 

implemented a new method of depositing funds into STS accounts. Thanks to the PayPal digital wallet, 

STS players can deposit funds into their account conveniently and safely, with no need to share their 

financial details. The PayPal service is available to all STS customers in Poland. STS is the only bookmaker 

in the country that offers PayPal payments. 

STS is an undisputed leader of the Polish bookmaking market, which continuously invests in modern 

solutions for players, but also in their comfort when using services. The possibility to make payments to 

STS accounts with the use of a PayPal internet account is a convenience, thanks to which players can 

quickly and safely deposit funds to their account. Mateusz Juroszek, President of STS. 

The PayPal system provides access to an online account, making it easier for users to make online 

payments, without the need to share their financial details. In addition to PayPal, funds can also be 

transferred to the company's account by quick transfers via payment services such as PayU, Dotpay and 

Tpay, digital wallets such as Skrill and Neteller, Paysafecard, as well as at one of STS's stationary points. 

Thanks to numerous investments in the development of its betting offer, modern technologies and new 

functionalities for users, STS has increased its revenues over tenfold – from PLN 220 million to PLN 3.15 

billion – in the last six years. Currently, STS holds over 47% of shares in the Polish bookmaking market, 

and 85% of its revenues are generated by online channels – this includes an application dedicated to 

Android and iOS as well as the website and its mobile version. 
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